As the year 2015 is just around the corner and many responsibilities during the Christmas Season are having many of us occupied, Amity has already organized three international conferences and workshops about disaster relief, autism and elderly services. The conferences achieved major breakthroughs in terms of publicity, size and cooperation.

In 2014, Amity published a book about Christianity and Social Development in China, which gives you insights by the leading experts in this field. The book can be purchased from the Amity Hong Kong Office. December 3rd was the International Day for People with Disabilities. Read stories about Amity’s efforts in China to break down barriers: ‘Love makes barriers blur’ and ‘A tiny giant - a second life for social worker Haibo’. In an often exciting and stressful pre-Christmas season, these stories might remind us of the wonderful and true spirit of Christmas and thus help it to prevail.

We wish you a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year!

Features

Amity organized three international conferences that achieved major breakthroughs for Amity in terms of publicity, size and cooperation: Love, Not Lonely - Fifth International Seminar about Autism, International Workshop on Disaster Relief and Rehabilitation in Asia - Best practices and challenges, and Love Does Not Forget - 1st International Conference on Senior Service and Cognitive Impairment. Amity would like to thank all partners, who contributed greatly to these events.

The Amity Foundation has also organized an international ecumenical conference on “Religion and Social Development” in Nanjing in 2012. Selected papers of this conference are now being published in the book “Christianity & Social Development in China”. The book, which gives you latest insights by the leading experts in this field may be purchased from Amity Hong Kong. For orders and further information please contact: alexlai@amityfoundation.org

December 3rd was the International Day for People with Disabilities. One of the main areas of Amity's work is offering help to the disabled. Read stories about Amity’s engagement in this field: ‘Love makes barriers blur’ and ‘A tiny giant - a second life for social worker Haibo’. Amity also runs its own social institutions for disabled people: the Amity Bakery, the Home for the Blessings and the Children Development Center.

Amity News

International Workshop about disaster relief and rehabilitation exceeds all expectations

Love Does not Forget - 1st international symposium shows the growing importance of elderly services

Autism diagnoses on the rise in China

Amity Printing receives Benny Award
CCC/TSPM delegation is visiting Amity.

Promoting the idea of environmental protection in China through the church.

'Join Hands' - the 2nd ACT General Assembly.

Amity Foundation Hong Kong becomes a member of Wise Giving.

If you want to make a donation for Amity's work please click the link or on the donation buttons!
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